


Panelform Touchtex is the most 
popular kitchen door in New Zealand. 
And for very good reasons!

These PVC-edged melamine doors 
and panels are available in a large 
range of colour variants. Touchtex 
is easy-care, scratch resistant, and 
very durable. Choose the colour and 
texture that best suits, complements  
or contrasts with your décor to  
make a real statement.



Touchtex doors and panels are made from MDF 
substrate, but as with any MDF product, are not 
water-proof. Care should be taken to ensure 
they are not exposed to high levels of heat, 
moisture, steam and humidity.

For cleaning we recommend wiping with  
a soft, damp cloth with warm soapy water  
or mild chemical spray and then drying with  
a soft dry cloth.

Use of some strong chemical cleaners will  
void your 10 year guarantee. Please refer to 
panelform.co.nz for more information on caring 
for your Touchtex doors.

The swatches below are a taste of our 50+ colour range. These colours may change periodically  
as market trends dictate. Please check availability with Panelform prior to ordering.

Please note the colours shown may vary slightly from actual colours due to the printing  
process of this brochure, so always select a colour based on an actual sample swatch.

Many of the Touchtex colours can be matched with a colour from Panelform's Durostyle range.  
Please visit panelform.co.nz for the full Touchtex colour selection and list of colour matches available.

Panelform guarantees Touchtex doors  
and panels will stand the test of time.  
As manufacturers we have full confidence 
in our design and workmanship and will 
guarantee this in all our products for 10  
years, subject to some terms and conditions.

This guarantee is in addition to the  
guarantees as contained in the Consumer 
Guarantees Act 1993 and does not in any  
way limit the rights which may be available  
to the consumers under that Act.

For full guarantee terms and conditions,  
please visit panelform.co.nz

CARE & MAINTENANCE

COLOUR

10 YEAR GUARANTEE

WASHED OAK

ARCTIC WHITE MOLESKIN

MILAN PINE

IRON OREMOSS GREY MIST GREY

ZINCWORKS BLISS CINDER FIORDLAND ELM
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